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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we report on progress towards developing
physics-based models of sound generation by large-scale
turbulent structures in supersonic jet shear layers generally
accepted to be the source of aft-angle noise. Aside from
obtaining better engineering prediction schemes, the
development and optimization of long term jet noise reduction
strategies based on controlling instability wave generated largescale turbulence structures in the shear layer can be more
successful if based on predictive flow-noise models, rather than
on build and test approaches alone.
Such models, if
successful, may also provide a path by which laboratory scale
demonstrations can be more reliably translated to engine scale.
Results show that the noise radiated by large-scale structures in
turbulent jet shear layers may be modeled using a RANS based
PSE method and projected to the far-field using a Kirchhoff
surface approach. A key enabler in this procedure is the
development of near-field microphone arrays capable of
providing the pressure statistics needed to validate the
instability wave models. Our framework provides, for the first
time, a deterministic model that will allow understanding and
predicting noise radiated by large-scale turbulence.
1.0

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Motivation

In contrast to military engines, jet exhaust noise for subsonic
commercial aircraft has been dramatically reduced in recent
decades as a result of increased bypass ratio (BPR). However,

for military applications, the requirement of high specific thrust
generally precludes such a cycle-based strategy. Specifically,
commercial aircraft typically have BPR>2 to dramatically
reduce jet exhaust velocity and, hence, noise.
These
conditions cannot be matched by military engines with BPR <
1.2 to minimize the impact on thrust. As an example, to achieve
a 10dBA benefit would require approximately a 25% decrease
in specific thrust based on a simple 8th power velocity scaling
law for jet noise generation. Thus, highly effective subsonic jet
noise reduction schemes do not transition well to the
supersonic regime and tactical military aircraft performance
requirements impose severe constraints on the available options
for noise reduction. As a result, the high noise levels
experienced by aircraft carrier launch/recovery crews as well as
communities in close proximity to operational air bases have
stimulated renewed research interest in component-level
technologies for supersonic jet noise suppression.
Current component level retro-fitable technologies being
investigated for low BPR supersonic jets are providing benefits
of 2-4 dBA in the near term. Approaches range from
mechanical chevrons [1-6], gaseous and liquid injection [7],
fluidic chevrons [4,5,8,9], and lobed inserts creating
corrugations on the interior of the nozzle perimeter [3]. Noise
reduction may occur due to break-up of shock cells in overexpanded flows and/or by reducing turbulent mixing noise by
*
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the same mechanisms for which these devices have proven
successful in subsonic jets.
More dramatic reductions in supersonic jet noise will likely
require a multi-faceted approach combining new technologies
for mixing noise reduction and control of shock-associated
noise through isentropic nozzle design and variable throat-toexit diameter to compensate for different operating conditions
over the flight envelope. New concepts such as asymmetric or
beveled nozzles have been investigated [10, 11] to create
asymmetric flow fields that modify shock structures and shear
layer mixing. Thermal acoustic fluid shielding [12, 13, 14],
involving addition of a second heated stream on the nozzle
perimeter to trap high frequency noise generation inside the jet
plume, has also been investigated. Recent studies using this
concept routed engine bypass air to a semi-annular fluid shield
on the underside of the engine [5]. Also showing promise are
active control strategies [16-19] relying on the forced response
of the near-nozzle shear layer. The impact on engine and
aircraft performance, weight and survivability remains to be
considered for all of these approaches.
In this paper, we report on progress towards developing
physics-based models of sound generation by large-scale
turbulent structures in supersonic jets. Aside from obtaining
better engineering prediction schemes, we argue that
development and optimization of the aforementioned control
strategies can be more successful if based on predictive noise
models, rather than on build and test approaches alone. Such
models, if successful, may also provide a path by which
laboratory scale demonstrations can be more reliably translated
to engine scale.
While jet noise prediction based on Large Eddy Simulation
(LES) has made significant strides in recent years (see [20] for
a review), the associated computational expense is significant,
and precludes routine use in engineering applications. Aside
from LES, virtually all noise prediction methods rely on the
acoustic analogy with statistical models for the equivalent
sources. Such models had, until recently, failed to adequately
predict the acoustic field at aft angles where large-scale
structure noise dominates. Recently, increasingly complex
forms of the acoustic analogy [21] and improved noise source
models have led to improved predictions for aft angles at a few
operating conditions [22-24].
However, the turbulent
correlations for these models remain elusive to direct
measurement in high-speed jets, and, in any event the
universality of the correlations across jet operating conditions
and complex nozzle designs has not been proven. Also, the
acoustic analogy equivalent sources have not provided insights
into the mechanisms by which noise from large scale structures
may be reduced. Thus, the current research program aims to
develop computationally inexpensive noise prediction tools
based on reduced-order descriptions of the acoustic sources.

1.2

Supersonic jet noise mechanisms

To set the context for the modeling effort discussed in this
paper, we briefly summarize the relevant noise mechanisms in
military jet exhausts. Key mechanisms are shock-associated
noise, large-scale and fine-scale mixing noise, and augmentor
noise. For a more exhaustive review of the first three
mechanisms, see Tam [25]. Although many more publications
by other authors area available, the discussion here is intended
only to set the context.
Shock-associated noise is generated when the nozzle is nonideally expanded, creating shock cells in the exhaust plume
(Figure 1a). Interaction of the shear layer turbulence with the
shock cells generates broadband noise. The resulting shock
noise radiates in the forward direction, and is a significant
contributor at polar angles near 90o to the engine inlet axis
(inlet at 0o), but it is of less significant at aft angles (>120o)
where jet-mixing noise peaks. A special situation occurs if
significant acoustic energy is radiated directly upstream (0o).
This energy can create a feedback loop between the
nozzle/airframe components exciting the existing shear layer
instability wave, resulting in a discrete tone known as jet
screech.
The second and third jet noise sources are linked to the high
levels of turbulence associated with the jet flow. One of these
sources is related to large-scale turbulent structures that advect
and evolve in the near nozzle shear layer. The genesis of these
structures, even for initially turbulent shear layers [26], is
related to basic instabilities of the shear-layer velocity profile,
and, we refer to them throughout this paper as wave packets
(Figure 1b).
When these structures have supersonic
convection velocities, they are capable of directly radiating to
the far-field by analogy with supersonic flow over a wavy wall
[25]. Since their advection velocity is some fraction of the jet
Mach number, they do not radiate directly until the jet Mach
number is well into the supersonic range, but, even at subsonic
speeds, the wave packets radiate sound because their envelope
grows, saturates, and decays. At the end of the potential core,
the non-linear breakdown and interaction of the wave packets
generates further mixing noise.
The sound radiated by these large-scale structures controls the
aft directivity peak and represents the most energetic
component of the turbulent mixing noise. For comparison,
shock-associated noise can be significant in non-ideally
expanded jets, but, peaks in the forward arc (<90 deg); thus,
any reductions in shock noise will minimally impact the aft
noise levels controlled by the organized turbulence structure.
The third jet exhaust noise source is generated by the small
scale, or fine scale, turbulence (Figure 1c). The noise
directivity is controlled by refraction in the shear layer, caused
by velocity and temperature gradients. This mechanism peaks
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at 90o from the inlet axis, and is weaker than the large-scale
structure noise at the aft peak directivity angles of ~135-140o
for military engines. The noise directivity is controlled by the
acoustic wave’s refraction in the shear layer, caused by velocity
and temperature gradients. Refraction bends the acoustic
waves off the jet center line resulting in a narrow region around
the jet center line that has much lower noise levels. This area
has become known as the cone of silence. In supersonic jets
this area is not as prominent because of additional Mach wave
radiation that still radiates quite strongly to extreme aft angles.
In reality, the turbulent motions occur over a continuous range
of scales, and result in broadband noise.
However,
experimental evidence suggests that the small and large-scales
result in two essentially distinct spectra, as illustrated in

Figure 2, based on the analysis of Tam et al. [27] and Tam [28]
using a large collection of model scale subsonic and supersonic
jet noise data. For the organized structure noise (Figure 2a),
an empirical spectrum fit function, F, with amplitude and a
spectral peak coefficient is capable of representing the
measured aft radiation at various jet Mach numbers (Mj),
temperature ratios (Tr), and polar directivity angles (alp). The
raw data is represented by the “squiggly” trace while the fit
function is given by the smooth line. The test conditions are: a)
Mj = 2.0, Tr = 4.89, alp=160 deg; b) Mj = 2.0, Tr = 1.11,
alp=160 deg; c) Mj = 1.96, Tr = 1.78, alp=138.6 deg; d) Mj =
1.49, Tr = 1.11, alp=138.6 deg.
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a) Aft angles > 90 deg.

b) Upstream angles < 90 deg.

Figure 2. Spectra at aft and forward angles showing universality of spectrum
shape for organized turbulence structure noise and fine scale noise

Similarly, the fine scale turbulence (Fig. 2b) is well represented
by the Tam derived G function fit for another data set: a) Mj =
1.49, Tr = 2.35, alp=92.9 deg; b) Mj = 2.0, Tr = 4.89, alp=83.8
deg; c) Mj = 1.96, Tr = 0.99, alp=83.3 deg; d) Mj = 1.96, Tr =
0.98, alp=120.2 deg. Overall, these functional forms can be
used to estimate jet noise levels at different operating
conditions and polar directivity angles.
The final mechanism we consider is the internal broadband
combustion noise generated by fuel addition in the exhaust
nozzle. Here we are focusing on the non-screech condition.
The resulting broadband noise has been postulated by some
researchers to be a potentially important contributor to peak
directivity in aft quadrant, since noise levels typically increase
with fuel addition. However, phased array measurements on a
full scale engine [15] show that the source distributions peak at
5-10 diameters downstream of the nozzle exit for all
frequencies whether in the full power or fuel addition mode.
Thus, the observed noise increase in the fuel addition mode is
due to fluid mechanics noise mechanisms rather than internal
combustion noise or convection of entropy hot spots through
turbine and nozzle components. Hence, engine internal
“excess” noise is not viewed as a dominant mechanism.

1.3

Long Term Program Goal and Roadmap

In the long term, our research effort aims to develop
component-level technologies based on controlling instability
wave generated large-scale turbulence structures in the jet shear
layer, generally accepted to be the source of aft-angle noise.
Noise control strategies are envisioned based on modifying the
instability wave spatio-temporal structure by introducing
unsteady forcing in the initial shear layer region. Since this
region is highly receptive to perturbations, the actuator
authority and power requirements will be significantly lower
compared to requirements for steady forcing reported in prior
studies. While this concept is not new, its development and
impact on noise reduction has been hindered by the lack of
physics-based forcing and control strategies. Therefore, a key
objective of the current program is to develop fundamental
knowledge and innovative modeling to identify such strategies.
The current large-scale noise methodology development has
multiple elements. First, we develop models to predict the nearfield pressures associated with large-scale turbulent structures
(wave packets). These models are based on representations as
instability waves evolving in the turbulent mean flow field, and
are discussed in detail in Section 3.1 and 3.2. In order to
develop an integrated noise model, we show how these models
can be based on RANS descriptions of the mean flow field. In
Section 3.3, we report on techniques to project the near-field
pressures, via solution of the wave equation, to the far-field,
thus developing a quantitative cause-and-effect relationship
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between perturbations to the shear layer and far-field sound.
Finally, in Section 3.4, we discuss plans for future studies that
combine these models with measured and implied near-nozzle
disturbance spectra, and actuator inputs, to serve as a model for
active noise reduction.
As part of the first and second elements, a unique experimental
diagnostic technique was developed to detect the unsteady
pressure signatures of organized turbulent structures at the
interface between the jet flow and the acoustic radiation field.
This region, located in the jet hydrodynamic near field, is
viewed as the sound “source” containing the traveling wave
pressure signature responsible for noise radiating to the far
field in the aft direction. The source field can be measured
with microphones just outside the non-linear turbulent flow
region providing spectral features and length scales of the
large-scale turbulence noise sources. As will be described later,
these directly measured features become the basis of a
convected wave packet model that has successfully linked the
near field source with the acoustic far field. The experimental
technique is discussed in Section 2.
2.0 EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH
Numerous experimental approaches for inferring sound sources
have been proposed over the years. These include
measurements of far-field sound and in-flow density or velocity
fluctuations aiming at establishing direct cause-and-effect
relationship between turbulence characteristics and noise.
Other approaches have focused on near-field pressure. A
summary of the early approaches is given in [29]. While these
studies represent significant advances toward revealing noise
mechanisms in high-speed jets, they were unable to
(quantitatively) project sound levels in the far-field using
measured near-field source information.
The experimental approach is based on the concept of
measuring pressure statistics just outside the jet shear layer to
capture signatures of large-scale structures/instability waves.
The first experimental-diagnostic method linking near-field
source measurements and far-field sound was presented by
Reba et al. [30]. That study was limited to subsonic jets, and
utilized near-field array data acquired by Suzuki and Colonius
[31] in partnership with NASA Glenn Research Center. In the
present paper, we describe a second generation diagnostic array
(built on the methods in [31]), and show its success when
applied to an Mj = 1.5 jet.
Microphones are configured to be sufficiently near the
turbulent flow region to capture flow structure signatures, yet
far enough that non-linear source terms can be neglected.
Under these conditions, the linear wave equation describes both

the flow structure signatures (the source) and the acoustic wave
propagation. Therefore the linear wave equation can be used to
“project” the source pressure to the acoustic field (to the extent
that non-linear propagation effects are not important), and
thereby relate dynamics of large-scale turbulence to noise
generation. This observation is essential, since the diagnostic
method aims to establish quantitative cause-and-effect
relationships between dynamics of organized structures and farfield sound, and not merely to project sound from one location
to another. The currently used projection method, described by
Reba in [29], was enhanced since the initial approach reported
in [30].
Experimental studies were conducted in the United
Technologies Research Center (UTRC) Acoustic Research
Tunnel (ART) developed in 1970 as the first forward flight
anechoic simulation facility for jet noise, fan and propeller
noise, and lifting surface/airframe noise studies. A recent
description is given by Simonich et al. [32]. The facility
provides up to a 50” open jet forward flight simulation for jet
noise using large single stream exhaust nozzles up to 6”
diameter to achieve relevant Reynolds numbers, stagnation
temperatures up to 1800 deg R, and Mach numbers (M) up to
2.5 based on the 400 psi supply air. In the current study, the 3”
diameter round supersonic nozzle was designed by method of
characteristics to provide ideal expansion or shock free flow at
the nozzle exit.
The exhaust nozzles project beyond the open jet as shown in
Figure 3. Boundary layer suction exists on the model nozzle
exterior to control boundary layer thickness for simulation of
full-scale engine nacelle external flows. The free field
microphones located outside the open jet flows (M=0.1 to 0.36)
provide sound pressure level measurements over the key jet
noise directivity angles ranging from 80 deg to 155 deg from
the engine inlet centerline. Higher Mach numbers up to M=0.6
are available with a 21”x31” open jet test section.
The test section is surrounded by a sealed anechoic chamber 16
feet high, 18 ft long (in the jet centerline direction) and 22 ft
wide. The chamber walls are lined with 18 inch deep fiberglass
wedges which provide an anechoic acoustic environment above
175 Hz. Downstream of the test section, the open jet air flow
enters a diffuser through a circular collector with acoustic
treatment on its flow impingement surface. The diffuser is
designed to operate unstalled and hence is not a major source.
The jet is supplied with high pressure air from a compressor
system capable of delivering 20 lb/sec of dry air continuously.
The air is heated using a propane SUE burner. Flow from the
combustor passes through a muffler which attenuates upstream
combustion and valve noise. The airflow rate and combustor
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Figure 3. Rotating array installed in UTRC ART: a) supersonic jet noise study, b) view
looking upstream into open jet with rotating array in vertical position
temperature are regulated by a programmed logic controller
(PLC). Airflow is precisely controlled by using two valves in
parallel. The larger valve is used to set the high flow rate and
the small valve is used for precision control.
Near-field pressure measurements were acquired using a novel
rotating array concept specifically designed to facilitate
diagnostic studies of complex nozzle geometries of
technological interest (e.g. chevron nozzles). The concept uses
two linear microphone arrays, as visible in Figure 3. One linear
array can be rotated automatically in the azimuthal direction.
The second array (i.e. the reference array) is also movable, but
requires manual adjustment. For a given position of the
reference array, phase-locked data between the two arrays is
acquired for each location of the movable azimuthal array (the
number of locations is governed by the desired azimuthal
modal resolution). With this approach, the modal content at any
axial location is determined by Fourier transformation of the
two-point azimuthal correlation.
A key design intent of this array is to facilitate application to
complex nozzle geometries by minimizing the required
microphone count, and maximizing adjustability in terms of
axial location and streamwise extent. In particular, this
approach minimizes the number of microphones needed to
resolve higher azimuthal modes, which can become a source of
aliasing error in complex non-circular nozzles, or in jets with
shear-layer excitation at higher modes. Details of the rotating
mechanical components are given in [29, 33].

linear array, encompassing approximately the first 10 jet
diameters. Microphones were spaced axially by 1.25 Dj, with a
spreading angle (cone half- angle) of ±7 degrees. The first
microphone was located at 1.13Dj from the nozzle exit, at a
radial distance of 0.97Dj from the jet centerline. The
downstream-most microphone was located at 9.88Dj, at a radial
distance of 2.05Dj. The axial extent of the array can be readily
increased beyond the support rings by lengthening the
microphone support rods. The 16 microphone signals were
simultaneously sampled using a DataMax DTX-9R data
acquisition system at a 100 kHz sampling rate. The phase
response of each microphone was calibrated to 30 KHz using a
Bruel & Kjaer Type 9721 microphone calibrator.
Following these early experiments, the diagnostic array was
increased to 22 microphones so that the downstream-most
microphone is located at 12 Dj. Sampling rate was increased to
500 KHz to better capture Mach wave like impulsive
signatures. Further increases in microphone number are
planned in 2009.

3.0

MODELING APPROACH AND VALIDATION

3.1

Wave Packet Models

As discussed in Section 1.1, difficulties associated with
modeling turbulent sound sources with the acoustic analogy
approach have motivated an alternative approach to predicting
noise from large-scale structures. The method relies on

For the results reported here, 8 microphones were used on each
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m=0

m=1

Figure 4.

Comparison of pressure (Pa) wave packet amplitudes from microphone
(symbols) and linear instability wave theory (lines).

predicting, as a function of frequency, the convecting pressure
wave packet that is associated with large-scale structures in the
turbulent flow, and can be directly observed, via microphone
measurements, in a region just outside the turbulent shear
layers. This region is defined as that being sufficiently
removed from the shear layers so that non-linear interactions
are negligible, while simultaneously being sufficiently close so
that, for subsonically convecting disturbances, the pressure
field is evanescent, or exponentially decaying, with a
convective rather than acoustic phase speed. Provided that
pressure fluctuations from smaller-scale turbulence in the shear
layer decay sufficiently fast, the existence of such a evanescent
wave region is predicted from quasi-parallel stability theory of
jet mean flow fields, and was initially confirmed in detail
through the use of a caged 78 microphone array for a variety of
jet operating points and for both round [31] and chevron
nozzles [54]. At supersonic convection velocities there is direct
radiation from these wave packets in the form of Mach waves
[34, 35], but the overall structure of the wave packet is not
qualitatively different from subsonic convection velocities.
It is important to note that we have so far avoided referring to
the wave packets as instability waves. For many years,
researchers have associated large-scale turbulent structures in
free shear layers with instability waves of laminar and turbulent
mean flow fields [36-44]. However, attempts to model features
of jet mixing and noise radiation from these instability models
have been largely unsuccessful, excepting forced shear flows.
Another exception is at supersonic jet speeds, where features of
Mach wave radiation have successfully been predicted using a

Matched Asymptotic Expansion between the quasi-parallel
instability wave in the near-field and solutions of the wave
equation in the far-field [34]. A key difference between the
current approach and previous work is that we avoid attempting
to equate measured flow quantities inside the turbulent flow
with instability waves. Any such identification is problematic
since flow quantities inside the region of intense turbulence are
comprised of a variety of temporal and spatial scales.
On the other hand, outside the shear layer where smaller-scale
pressure fluctuations are absent, it appears that the observed
pressure wave-packet structure can, at least before the end of
the potential core, be directly associated with linear instability
waves (of the turbulent mean flow field). The evidence for this
was provided by Suzuki and Colonius [31], where instability
wave amplitudes were computed from experimentally
determined mean flow fields (based on PIV measurements by
Bridges et al. [45, 46]) and compared directly to pressure
signals from the 78 microphone array. A sample of the results
from [31] is shown in Figure 4 for the first two azimuthal
modes, m = 0 and m = 1. The data corresponds to a turbulent
round jet (M=0.5, cold) for axial stations up to x/D=4. The
black lines indicate the amplitude of the wave packet; the red
lines indicate the real part when the phase has been set to zero
at the 4th microphone position. The amplitude for the quasiparallel linear theory is selected to give the best agreement with
the data, in a least-squares sense. The relatively poor
agreement for m=0 and St=0.2 is attributable to non-parallel
effects.
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On the whole, Figure 4 indicates very good agreement between
theory and experiment up to about 4-5 diameters downstream
of the nozzle exit. Further confirmation of the theory was
given by comparing the radial decay and phase velocity of the
signals [31]. Ryu et al. [47] have recently provided additional
comparisons between linear stability theory and LESdetermined wave packets.
The good agreement between linear theory and experiment for
wave packets in the initial shear layer development does not
necessarily indicate that linear theory is sufficient for directly
predicting the acoustic field associated with the wave packets.
This is because the far field, at a given frequency, depends on
the entire wave packet, which, at least at lower frequencies,
extends well beyond the end of the potential core. It appears
that, at a minimum, non-parallel and non-linear wave
interactions need to be accounted for to predict the wave packet
evolution further downstream of the linear region. This can be
done via large scale simulations such as DNS or even LES but
the associated cost can become prohibitive for realistic flow
conditions and so a lower order approach is needed. The
Parabolized Stability Equations (PSE) represents a
compromise. Originally developed by Herbert [48], the PSE
method expands the domain of linear stability methods by
relaxing the parallel-flow assumption as well as allowing for
the inclusion of non-linear terms. The method has been used
with considerable success in the prediction of convectively
unstable flows such as boundary layers [49], jet flows [50] and
planar mixing layers with chemistry [51]. PSE computations
are usually started using some known mean flow, typically a
laminar boundary layer solution. In the present modeling, we
instead use the time-averaged turbulent flow, which can be
predicted to suitable accuracy with existing RANS techniques
provided by TTC.
The development here follows the traditional PSE analysis (see
Bertolotti & Herbert [49]) where we decompose the flow field
(1)
into its mean and fluctuating parts,
(2)
where the prime denotes the fluctuations about the mean state,
(3)

where the real and imaginary parts of alpha denote axial wave
number and growth rate, respectively; m is the azimuthal wave
number and omega is the temporal frequency while epsilon
represents initial amplitude and phase of mode (m, n).
Substituting this decomposition into the Navier-Stokes
equations we obtain
(5)

where the operators
(6)
are linear in q, while the operator F represents non-linear terms.
We discretize the resulting equations using fourth-order finite
differences in the radial direction, closing the equations with
characteristic boundary conditions. Initial conditions come
from linear stability analysis where we use the mean flow at the
nozzle. To this end we solve the compressible Rayleigh
equation,

(7)

where pm is the pressure eigenmode and other variables are as
defined above. To march the solution downstream we discretize
the stream-wise derivative using a 1st-order implicit Euler
difference. This code is implemented in Matlab.TM
The solution of the linear PSE has been implemented in
cylindrical coordinates. Using the parallel-flow linear solution
at the nozzle exit as initial, the solution is iterated in the
downstream direction. The mean flow field used in analysis is
measured experimentally using PIV as reported in [31]. The
LPSE provides relative phase and amplitude evolution, but
lacks the absolute phase and amplitude at the nozzle exit
needed to match the pressure predictions along the
hydrodynamic array. To determine these amplitudes we use a
simpler form of the

We further decompose the fluctuations as

(4)
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St = 0.15

St = 0.30

St = 0.45

Figure 5. Comparison of microphone near-field array measurements from [31]
(symbols) with predictions of linear stability analysis [31] (red line) and
present linear PSE (blue line) of a cold Mach = 0.9 jet.

instability-wave beamforming procedure introduced by Suzuki
& Colonius [52] by minimizing the squared error between the
microphone data and the LPSE, using all eight microphones.
Figure 5 shows the wavepacket pressure amplitude obtained
with a Mach 0.9 cold jet (corresponding to set-point 7 in the
study by Tanna [53]), for azimuthal wave numbers m = 0 and 1,
and Strouhal numbers 0.15, 0.30 and 0.45. This figure includes
the results of linear stability analysis (LST). Note the
significant improvement offered by LPSE over LST at St =
0.15, particularly for m = 0, illustrating clearly the importance
of non-parallel effects. For higher frequencies the differences
between LST and LPSE mostly disappear; at these frequencies
the disturbance wavelengths are such that non-parallel effects,
the only distinction between LPSE and LST, are of vanishing
importance.
In order to evaluate the predictive capability for a supersonic
jet, we consider a Mach 1.5 perfectly expanded cold jet (setpoint B118 in [53]) which was recently measured in the UTRC
ART with the rotating microphone array discussed in the
previous section. The mean flow field needed for the
calculations was provided by TTC Technologies using a RANS
method with a k-ε turbulence model. The results, shown in

Figure 6, indicate that the predictions are similarly good as for
the subsonic jets. This appears to partly contradict the results
of Ryu & Lele [47] who found their supersonic jet near-field
predictions were not as successful compared to their subsonic
predictions. However, the results in the current case are mixed;
in some instances the predictions are excellent (e.g. St = 0.3, m
= 1), while others are not as close (e.g. St = 0.3, m = 0), with
the trend being towards overshoot followed by rapid decay.
This is somewhat surprising, given the slower spread rate of the
supersonic jet shear layer, placing less stress on the PSE
Ansatz. However, the slow spread of the jet allows the
exponential growth of the modes to continue further than it
would otherwise. This follows from the linear simulation
approach where the only mechanism available for arresting
growth is shear layer spread. We hypothesize that the inclusion
of non-linear terms will address this problem.
We note that the linear results here are independent of the
initial amplitudes of instability waves, and we have simply
adjusted the amplitude to give best agreement, for a given
frequency, with the microphone measurements.
For a
predictive model, the spectra of incident disturbances will need
to be specified, as discussed below in Section 3.4
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m=0

m=1

m=2

St= 0.1

St= 0.2

St= 0.3

St= 0.4

St= 0.5

Figure 6.

Phased-array microphone measurements (symbols) compared with
predictions of linear PSE (blue line) analysis of a cold Mach = 1.5 jet.

3.2 Nonlinear Wave packet models
The Nonlinear PSE (NPSE) method allows for energy transfer
between frequency modes and, in particular, it allows for the
development of a zero-frequency mode that can alter mean
flow development. As such, the resulting mean flow includes
the effects of the fluctuating organized waves modeled by PSE
but it does not include the effects of small-scale turbulence.

The PSE method breaks down when these smaller-scale
fluctuations become significant. From a computational
perspective, the jet flow can be approximately decomposed into
three sections; one without interactions of wave packets (their
evolution being well approximated via LST or linear PSE),
another one with interactions but weak turbulence (NPSE
sufficient), and a third region where interactions are still
important but turbulent fluctuations are significant (no low
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Figure 7.

Comparison of measured (symbols) and projected (solid) sound pressure at
St = 0.4 along far field array for B118, B120, and B122 at St=0.4

order method is available). Work is currently underway to
extend the validity of the NPSE method into the third region by
the incorporation of turbulence models.
3.3 Far-field sound predicted from wave packets.
Ultimately the wave packet models developed above will be
used to predict far-field sound. Recall that the location of the
microphone arrays is chosen to be just outside the shear layer
where pressure fluctuations are decaying and linearized
equations hold. The far-field pressure at the associated
frequencies may be predicted by the straight forward projection
method described in [29]. Essentially, the jet is enclosed in a
Kirchhoff surface, and the far-field pressure is related, via
integration with an appropriate Green’s function, to the
pressure data along the surface.
In order to validate the projection method for the supersonic jet
cases considered here, simultaneous near-field and far-field
pressure measurements were acquired for an ideally expanded
jet operating at Mj = 1.5 over a range of temperature ratios, as
summarized in Table 1. For the proof-of concept study
reported here, the array was designed to address frequencies in
the immediate neighborhood of St = 0.4, generally considered
to be the peak frequency for broadband jet noise and Mach
wave emission from the initial mixing region (i.e. x=Dj < 10).
This Strouhal number corresponds to the spectral peaks in
Figure 2a.
Table 1. Set Points Considered

Wave-numbers associated with significantly higher frequencies
are under-resolved by the array microphone spacing reported
here, while for significantly lower frequencies, the array does
not extend far enough down-stream for meaningful projection
results. Variants of the current design with different objectives
will be considered in on-going applications.
The far-field data does not allow decomposition into individual
azimuthal modes, and thus our comparison is based on the total
acoustic field. Figure 7 compares projection results against
far-field sideline array measurements as a function of inlet
directivity angle, theta. The projection includes azimuthal
modes 0, ±1, and ±2. Overall agreement between measurement
and projection is very good. Discrepancies apparent for θ >
140 and for θ < 115 most likely result from insufficient extent
of the array, and are most pronounced at lower (sideline)
angles, where fine-scale turbulence noise is believed to be
dominant. The latter observation suggests that, for St = 0.4, a
significant portion of fine-scale mixing noise is generated
down-stream of x/Dj = 10.
It is interesting to note that, despite the significant increase in
jet velocity, the peak pressure amplitude at this frequency is
relatively constant, while the pressure amplitude at moderate
angles (e.g. 130 deg.) increases by roughly 15 dB. This trend is
accurately captured by the projection method, and is perhaps
most naturally explained as a shift in the Mach angle toward
smaller (more sideward) angles due to the increased convection
speed. A similar `broadening' of the directivity pattern has been
observed in subsonic jets with heating. In that case, convection
speeds were approximately constant, and the broadening was
attributed to contraction of the wave-packet scale. Thus, it is
possible that changes in the correlation scale also play a role in
explaining the far-field trends. Detailed parameter studies
aimed at elucidating the role of these parameters for both
subsonic and supersonic jets are in progress and will be
reported in a forthcoming paper.
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3.4

Outlook and future studies

While work continues on refining wave packet models and farfield projection procedures, as well as gathering additional
experimental data for validation, the results presented seem
sufficiently promising to conclude that the noise radiated by
large-scale structures in turbulent jets may be modeled using
PSE and projected to the far-field using a Kirchhoff surface
approach. A key enabler in this procedure is the development
of near-field microphone arrays capable of providing the
pressure statistics needed to validate models. Our framework
provides, for the first time, a deterministic model that will
allow understanding and predicting noise radiated by largescale turbulence.
One area for refinement is the use of nonlinear PSE to better
capture the downstream evolution of the wave packets. In
nonlinear calculations, the amplitude of the overall wave packet
is not arbitrary, and the spectra of incident disturbances at the
nozzle lip must be specified. Current studies underway are
evaluating the sensitivity of the nonlinear results to the
specified spectrum. Once fully validated, these nonlinear PSE
methods can then be used for parametric studies associated
with introducing disturbances at the nozzle lip in order to
reduce far-field sound, thus providing strategies for active
noise control.
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